Here’s something else I’ve noticed: (Victoria)
My most recent prescription glasses feel too strong for me so I can’t wear them and am wearing
my old glasses instead. Before knowing about the patches, I was feeling that my glasses from 2
½ years ago weren’t strong enough (I had to strain to see things) so I finally got around to going
to my eye doc in August to have my eyes checked and get a new prescription. She confirmed
that I needed stronger lenses so I got them. One of our customers is a master dowser and when I
told her about not being able to wear my new glasses she dowsed it and said my eyes are 7%
improved since I started on the patches a month earlier. That just validated why my old glasses
feel great now and my new glasses feel too strong. Time will tell if my seemingly improved
eyesight continues to improve and become more obvious, maybe to the point of not needing to
wear glasses anymore after a decade of wearing them . . . and if that happens, through stem cells
activated or great placebo effect – who cares, I will be SO HAPPY =o).

And my husband Tim wrote this about his 11/7/19 allergy appointment:
I have had a predisposition to lung/respiratory challenges since my teens, having had
pneumonia on several occasions.
The past year or so, I have had a chronic, at times severe cough, having coughing fits
so extreme I couldn’t stop coughing to even catch my breath. It was frightening and
frustrating and I tried everything, at one point resorting to going to an allopathic allergist
who put me on inhalers and recommended a regular regimen of (expensive) shots. I
refused to go the route of regular weekly allergy shots.
I started seeing a holistic allergist three months ago who was highly
recommended. The first two visits she did live blood cell analysis as well as a
diagnostic test on pressure points that coincided with my lungs, throat and sinuses.
The first live blood cell analysis showed very little white blood cells on the screen and
showed several anomalies which were exposures to black mold and other
environmental exposures. It wasn’t a good analysis, in other words, I had some serious
issues attacking my respiratory system.
I was given some homeopathics to take which were somewhat helpful and my cough
subsided and I didn’t have to use the inhaler as much to fight back the coughing
attacks.
I started the patch the day or so after the second visit. My cough stopped almost
immediately, and I’ve only had to use my inhaler a couple times since starting on the
patches, as my cough had pretty much gone away.
I went to my next visit just the other day, Nov. 7 and I didn’t wear a patch when I went to
the appointment. When my holistic allergist did the live blood cell, on the screen there

were so many white blood cells it looked like a snow storm. They were numerous
(dozens and dozens compared to the handful the first two visits) and they were very
active. The allergist was amazed. Then I gave her a patch, she put it right next to the
blood sample. On the next slide she showed me the GMO particles that I had been
exposed to which looked like red dots with a white ring around them. As they came
into focus, they would just disappear, something the allergist said she had never seen
before. They were just getting attacked and eliminated. She said the ‘life force energy’
of the white blood cells was off the charts. Only after putting the patch right next to the
blood sample.
My holistic allergist was totally amazed. Then she did the diagnostic test with her
machine and it registered a low, quick beep on four pressure points on my hand, then I
put a patch in my other hand and the sound of the beep was like a smoke alarm going
off. She just laughed and shook her head and said, “how can I get signed up for
these?”
My allergist had told me originally that this was a six month process and it would require
monthly visits, so I was supposed to go back and see her again next month, for my 4th
visit, but with the progress she saw she scheduled me for three months out because
she said I was already where she expected me to be at six months.

